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A Natural Disaster Survivor’s Manual
by Jaysen Q. Rand, Ph.D.
Suggested Interview Questions On Topic
A) Your recent best-selling book “The Return Of Planet-X,” explains the extreme dangers that
could be posed by “Planet-X” (Wormwood), beginning in 2009. Specifically what is “Planet-X”
and what is your theory about its return and its solar system origins?
A-1 Traveling back into time – what were the dynamics that inspired you to write this book and
how long have you been researching the information that you've presented.
B) What new developments/up-dates can you report on the Planet-X enigma beyond the
researched information presented in your book... The Return Of Planet-X?
C) If “Planet-X” has existed for thousands (possibly millions or billions) of years, why will it not
be until 2009 that it returns to our solar system becoming dangerous to the inhabitants of planet
Earth once again? C-1 And when do you believe was the last time in history that “X” came
back to visit Planet Earth?
D) You write that the next “close-pass” of “Planet-X” could be in the next 4-5 months going into
fall of this year? What do you believe will be “X’s” initial effects on Earth at that time? And then
what will be its subsequent effects after “X’s” second passing in 2012?
E) Assuming that our planet recovers from the first destructive phase of “Planet-X’s” passing –
what will happen when “X” comes racing back here again in 2012 – approaching/passing by or
possibly even passing through our solar system?
F) There appears to be a nationwide and global up-tick in UFO reports, sightings and ET
communications taking place. Can you comment on this unusual rise in UFO reports and how
does this fact tie into the arrival of Planet-X in 2009 and 2012?
G) What are the newest developments with your Russian colleagues and Dr. Marina Popovich
in regards to your co-efforts to launch “Project Blue Light,” which is the modern-day civilian US/
Russian re-creation of the old Air Force “Project Book Book” operations from 1947 to early
1982?
H) What do you think will be the government's response to your efforts once “Project Blue Light”
is fully up and running? Do you think they will try to interfere with your activities or those of
Marina and her Russian counter-parts?
I) Do you think that the general press and media (including radio/TV/newspapers) are now
ready to take seriously what appears to be a growing UFO/ET appeal by the general public and
the fact of there being more UFO reports/sighting/home videos/still pictures captured than ever
before?
J) Assuming that your Planet-X hypothesis is correct and “Planet-X” first arrives in 2009
causing Earth a series of escalating global natural disasters (above the 10+ range) – why do
you strongly assert in your book that you believe there’s a well-organized, international global
conspiracy plan among the United Nations members and its key officials to play down the
growing Planet-X phenomenon sweeping the planet?
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K) And going a step further --would you say that politically, diplomatically, religiously and
scientifically –certain unofficial (sub-rosa) global government efforts are being made to deny or
at best cover-up the revealing of this critical information at the Planet-X time frame draws ever
nearer?
L) Are there many mainstream media, bloggers or other radio/TV journalists talking about the
imminent approach of “Planet-X?” Or is this phenomenon still off the mainstream media radar
screen? And why do you think this is the attitude of the news media/political and religious
institutions and can anything positive be done to change their attitude or ideas about “X”?
M) We all hope that “Planet-X” fails to arrive and that your detailed research, book writing and
public speaking chores (though well-intentioned) are all for naught! –-Therefore, are there any
positive results within your “Planet-X” message that you could share with us should your “X”
research and writing be off target for 2009 and 2012??
N) In Chapter 10 of your book, you offer a “survivor’s manual” for those hoping to minimize the
devastation to themselves, their families, neighbors and the world at large. What are some of
your key suggestions and when should the general public take heed?
O) Based upon your personal experiences as a UFO/ET contactee yourself, what were the
dynamics of your Canadian encounter at 11 years old --and how did those Fourth-Racer ETs
relate to you eventually becoming a UFO/ET researcher/writer and advocate of the modern-day
UFO movement and for the future writing of... The Return Of Planet-X?
P) As individuals –what can each of us do to help prepare ourselves to survive the aftermath of
a natural disaster – things like earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes, wildfires, uncontrollable
flooding and the general mood of public disorder that unusually results after such catastrophic
events occur.
Q) I understand that your book is beginning to attract attention from several major government
agencies, prominent individuals and several top-tier think-tank institutes. Would you elaborate
on who these people and institutions are and why you think they are requesting copies of your
book?
Section two:
A) What is “Planet-X’s” relationship to the Biblical “Wormwood” reference – (Revelation Chap.
8, Vrs.11) Quoting: “And the name of the star was Wormwood.” - END - And why is that
important for us to understand in the cosmic scheme of ancient biblical prophecy?
B) What can you tell us about the new book you and author Gilbert Ericksen are rushing to
complete by summer's end?
C). I understand that a copy of your book 'in progress' was hand delivered to the Vatican and
Pope Benedict the16th in late October, 2008. Tell us about how you got the book to his Holiness
and have you received any feed-back or communications from the Vatican since then?
D) What has been the reaction of various religious groups/pastors/church members as you
researched the contents of “The Millennium Prophecy” ?
E) With the very short time before the arrival of “Wormwood,” what makes this new information
about the “End-Time” prophecies particularly critical/important/timely?
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F) What was the inspiration of Gilbert Ericken in deciding to tackle the huge job of unraveling
the “Revelation Prophecies” of the Bible?
G) Do you see the release of this new book as the next phase of your “Planet-X” odyssey to
bring this critical information to the publics' awareness?
Additional questions...
In the Exhibit section of your book you offer counter arguments pro/con regarding the topic of
“global warming,” its effects upon the planet, and its relationship to humans producing CO2.
Would you kindly elaborate on this global warming concept and then tie in the connection to
newly erupting undersea volcanoes and our ever-increasing cycle of natural disasters currently
plaguing planet Earth since 1985?
In your book you discuss your close personal relationship with Dr. J. J. Hurtak, founder and
President of the Academy For Future Sciences in Los Gatos, CA. How did you come to know
J.J. and the fact of his becoming your teacher, coach and mentor all these many years?
And you also mention your friendship with Dr. Hal Puthoff (Ph.D.), founder and President of The
Institute For Advanced Studies in Austin, TX. Tell us a little about Hal and his unique work in
the field of “remote viewing, and his groundbreaking future engine and fuel technology studies
to power-up high-tech spacecraft traveling the solar system to the distant planets?
Do you have any advice for those in our listening audience who believe that they, themselves,
may have experienced a “UFO sighting” or a “close encounter” with an alien being or both? And
what they should do with any trace evidence, home video or still photographs.
Tell us about your UFO/ET research work and your participation in Tucson, AZ, at the May,
1991, First World UFO Congress hosted by retired Air Force Col. Wendell Stevens?
How was it that during this “first ever” elite UFO gathering --you became such close personal
friends with Lt. Col. Marina Popovich, the famous retired Soviet Air Force jet fighter test pilot
and head consultant of the Russians’ secret UFO Investigations Committee --along with her
former husband, General Pavel Popovich?
You mentioned visiting the “off Limits” Russian Space Center Training Complex, “STAR CITY”
just outside Moscow. How was it that you gained permission to visit this exclusive Cosmonaut
site and what did you experience there?
Earlier you mentioned that Dr. Valentine had introduced you to George W. Van Tassel in 1977.
Van Tassel was the legendary UFO contactee who constructed the mysterious Integratron
machine at his Landers, CA, site near the old Giant Rock airport. What can you tell us about
meeting him, then moving to the Integratron ranch site in 1983 following his mysterious death in
1979, and a little about your unique experiences there and atop Goat Mountain?
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